Convert Auto P28 To Manual

Read/Download
and Highways, as adopted. I drive a Hatch and looks like I'll need to convert from OBD2 to OBD1. 2: Almost the same as option 1 but get an OBD1 automatic P72 and convert it to manual. 3: Get a P06 or P28, chip it, flash it with a B18C1 tune, alter the circuit board. 2011 Ford Falcon FG XL Grey 4 Speed Automatic Extracab Just Traded Manual 2010 Commuter Bus, 8 Seater With Wheelchair Left Conversion (approx $10,000) Installed. We can convert to 14 seater if requested at minimal cost. 2007 Volvo XC90 P28 MY07 Grey 6 Speed Auto Seq Sportshift Wa.